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Abstract 
The formation of a perfect sequence for a chain-complete poset generalizes the process of 
dismantling a finite poset by irreducibles. In the finite case, according to a theorem of Duffus 
and Rival, the end result, or 'core,' is unique up to isomorphism, no matter how the poset 
is dismantled. For chain-complete posets with no infinite antichains, the core is unique up to 
isomorphism, finite, and every perfect sequence has finite length, by an important and difficult 
theorem of Li and Milner. Li has asked if cores of chain-complete posers with no one-way 
infinite fence F,o and no tower are all isomorphic. He has also asked if the number of steps in 
the dismantling process, the length of the perfect sequence, is uniquely determined. The following 
results are obtained. (1) An example refuting the length conjecture is presented. (2) If at least 
one perfect sequence of a chain-complete poser has length 2 < ~o 2, then they all have length less 
than 2 + ~o, and their cores are isomorphic. (3) Both the isomorphism class of the core and the 
length of a perfect sequence are unique for posers with no F,~, and no infinite chains; at every 
step of a perfect sequence, the corresponding poset is unique up to isomorphism. (4) A new, 
quick proof, perhaps yielding new insights, is presented of the theorem of Li and Milner. 
AMS classification." 06A06; 03E05; 04A10 
Keywords: Chain-complete; Core; Dismantlable; Irreducible; (Partially) ordered set; Perfect 
sequence; PT (passing-through) order 
I. Introduction 
Our aim is to generalize to infinite posers the theorem of Duffus and Rival on the 
uniqueness of the core of a finite poset [2, Theorem 5] (see also [4, Corollary 1; 
12, Corollary 3.6; 16, Corollary 2.8]). Li and Milner [6-8] have considered a general- 
ization of the process of dismantling by irreducibles for posets that are chain-complete, 
i.e., such that every nonempty chain has a supremum and an infimum. This generaliza- 
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tion has attracted interest recently because of its relation to the conjecture concerning 
the fixed point property for products of ordered sets (see 13, Section 1). 
The passing-through order (PT-order) on a poset P is the preorder ~ defined for 
all p, p~ E P by p_~ pt if every maximal chain through p contains p'; sometimes we 
include subscripts to specify the poset with respect to which we are considering the 
PT-order. Equivalently, every element in P comparable to p is comparable to p~. I f  
p_~p '  and p'_~p, we write pop  ~. Let [p] := {ptEP ipOp '} .  An element p is 
~_-maximal if for all p~E P, p_~ p~ implies p 0 p'. I f  p and p~ are elements of a 
poset that are comparable, we write p ~ p~; else we write p II p'. N.B. Our notation 
is that of [1], the opposite of that in [6-8]. 
A ~_-good subset X of a poset P is one with the following properties: (1) for 
all x, yEX,  x~_y implies x ---- y, and (2) for all pEP,  there exists xEX such that 
p~x.  We write X~_P. Every element of a d-good subset is _~-maximal [7, Section 1]. 
The map gx : P ~ X is defined for all p E P by letting 9x(P) be the least element 
of {xEX I p~_x}. By [7, Lemma 2.5], gx is a well-defined retraction onto X and 
gx(P) ~ P for all p E P, that is, it is a comparable retraction. Let f¢(P) be the set of 
_~-good subsets of P, considered as a relational structure as follows: for all X, Y E f~(P), 
X ~< Y if x E X implies x <~ 9r(x). 
In the sequel, Greek letters will usually denote ordinals. For basic facts about car- 
dinals and ordinals, see [9, Section 23] or [10, Ch. 6], the latter especially for ordinal 
arithmetic. A 9eneralized perfect sequence of a poset P is a family (P~)~ < ;., where 
(1) P0 := P, (2) if ~ + 1 < 2 then P~+I ---P~, and (3) for all limit ordinals p < 2, 
6,= N 
<I  ~ 
A perfect sequence is a generalized perfect sequence (P~)~<)~ which is strictly de- 
creasing and such that P;~_~/~; the poset P)~ is a core of the perfect sequence. If  P is 
chain-complete, so are all retracts and every member of a generalized perfect sequence 
[7, Section 1]. 
For n >~ 1, let F, be the n-element fence Xl < x2 < .. .xn (with no other compara- 
bilities). The one-way infinite fence Fo is the poser with elements {Xn In < ~ } whose 
only comparability relations are xl < x2 < x3""  (Fig. I). The Li tower T [6, Sec- 
tion 1] is the poset with elements {x, ,y , ,z ,  In < co} such that (x,),  <~ is a strictly 
increasing chain, (y~), < ,o a strictly decreasing chain, x, > z, < y~ for all n < co, and 
no other comparability relations except those needed for transitivity (Fig. 2). The dual 
of a poset P is Pe. 
Problem (Li [6]). I f  a chain-complete poset has no one-way infinite fence F~o and 
no Li tower, must any two perfect sequences have the same length and isomorphic 
cores? 
With a difficult and elaborate argument, Li and Milner proved the surprising result 
that every perfect sequence of a chain-complete poset with no infinite antichains has 
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Fig. 1. The one-way infinite fence F,,,. 
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finite length and a finite core. Moreover, if (P~)~<~ and (P'~)~<~, are two perfect 
sequences, then 2 = 2' and P~ ~ P" for all ~ ~)~ [8, Theorem 1.1 ]. We provide a much 
simplified proof of this important heorem, a proof which may yield greater insight into 
the structure of the posets to which the theorem applies (Theorem 6.11). For related 
results, see [14]. 
SchrSder has recently shown that in a chain-complete poser with no F~ and no iv, any 
two cores whose only comparable retraction is the identity are isomorphic [15, Lemma 
0.3]. In particular, all finite cores are isomorphic [15, Lemma 0.2; 16, Theorem 2.5]. 
We show that not all cores have this property (Section 2). 
In Section 3, we solve the problem for posets with no F~o and no infinite chains. 
In fact, we show that if (P~)~<~. and (P')~<~, are two perfect sequences for such a 
poset, then 2 = 2' and P~ ----P~' for all ~<2 (Theorem 3.15). In Section 4, we present 
a counterexample to the conjecture, a posel (with no Fo, and no T) with two perfect 
sequences of different lengths. In Section 5, we prove that if a chain-complete poset 
has a perfect sequence of length 2 < ~o 2, then all perfect sequences have length less 
than )o + o~ and all their cores are isomorphic (Theorem 5.28). 
If P is a poset and X, Y C_P, by supyX we mean the least y E Y that is an upper 
bound of X, if it exists; similarly, we define infy X. If Y = P, we write sup X and 
inf X. The set of maximal elements is Max P, the minimal elements Min P. 
The identity map on P is denoted ide; the image of a function f : U ---+ V is denoted 
Im f .  
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Fig. 3. The poset Y. 
2. A core with no one-way infinite fence or Li tower with a 
non-trivial comparable retraction 
As stated in Section 1, in a chain-complete poset with no Fo) and no T, any two 
cores with exactly one comparable retraction are isomorphic [15, Lemma 0.3]. The 
following example (Fig. 3) is a chain-complete poset Y with no F~o and no T that is 
a core but has a retraction greater than the identity. 
It has two co-chains {yo, Yl . . . .  } and {z0,zl . . . .  } with a common upper bound z~o 
such that yi < Zi+l and zi < yi+t for all i < co. Glued to each zi (0 < i < co) is a 
three-element up-fence. Glued to each of these is a four-element crown. 
Let r :  Y ~ Y be given by 
f Zi+ 1 if X = yi(i < co), r(x) [ x otherwise. 
3. Posets with no one-way infinite fence and no infinite chains 
We prove that all perfect sequences for a poset with no F~o and no infinite chain 
have the same length and core up to isomorphism (Theorem 3.15). Obviously, any 
such poset is chain-complete and has no Li tower. 
The following is an easy consequence of [7, Lemma 2.1]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let  P be a poset and p,q, rEP  such that p<~q<<.r and p~_r. Then 
q~_r. 
Lemma 3.2. Let P and p1 be posets and F : P ~ P' an order isomorphism. Assume 
X ~_P and X '  ~_P'. Define G : X ~ X '  by G := gx, oF  Ix. Then G is an order 
isomorphism with inverse G -~ = 9x o F -1 Ix,. 
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Proof .  Let x EX.  Then F(x) <~p, (gx '  0 F)(x) implies that 
X <]p (F  I o gx' o F)(x) .  
Hence 
X~-p(gx oF  -1 ogx ,  oF ) (x ) .  
As X _~ P, we have 
x = (gx o F - l  o gx, o F) (x) .  [] 
Corol lary 3.3. I fP<_P ,  then c~(p) = {p}. 
Proof. Let X _<P. By Lemma 3.2, 9P Ix " X -~ P. As gp is a retraction, it is idp. Hence 
X=P.  
Definition 3.4. Let P be a poset. A family (p~)~<~; is happy if 
(1) for all c~ < 2, p~ ~ P~+I; 
(2) for all limit ordinals p<~2, there exists c~ < p such that c~<fl <p implies 
p[~ = p~,; 
(3) for all c~<fl~<y~<2, if p~<~p,,,, then pfl<<,p.,., and if p~>~p;,, then p/~>~p... 
Note that (3) implies 
(4) for all ~<2,  {f l [~<f l~<2 and p~ ¢ pfl } is a final segment of  2 + 1. 
For Lemmas 3.5-3.10, fix the following notation. Let P be a poset with no F(,, and 
no infinite chains, 2 a limit ordinal, and (p~)~ < ;. a family in P such that (P/s)~<~ is 
happy for all ~ < 2. For all c~ < 2, let 
and 
v~<(cO := sup{fl < 2[p~<~pfl  } 
v>(~) := sup{fl < 2[ p~/>pfl }, 
and let v(:~):= sup{v~(~),v>(c~)}. Let A< := {~<21v(~ ) = v<(~)} and A> := 
{~ < ;~ I v(~) = v~(~) }. 
Lemma 3.5. Assume ~ E A ~ and v( ~ ) < )o, Then 
(1) ~ < v(~), 
(2) p~ < pv(~), 
(3) v(~)EA>. 
Proof. As p~ ~ P~+l, we know that :~ < v(~) =: v. If  v is a successor, then p~ ~< p,.. 
If  v is a limit, then there exists c~v < v such that ~. ~< fl ~< v implies pfl = pv. As there 
exists fl such that ~, ~<fl ~<v and p~ <~ pfl, we have p~ <~ p,.. 
Since p,, ~ P,.+l but p~ U pv+l, the inequality is strict and v<~(v) = v. [] 
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Lemma 3.6. There exists c~ < 2 such that v(cO = 2. 
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that v(c¢) < 2 for all c¢ < 2. By Lemma 3.5, there 
exist ~0 < cq < . . .  < 2 such that v(c~) = ~,+~ for all n < to and 
P~0 < P~, < P~='" .  
I f i< i+2~<j<to ,  then 
Hence, P has an F~,, a contradiction. [] 
Lemma 3.7. The set {aEA.< Iv(c0 = 2} is a final segment o f  2. 
Proof. Let :tEA.< be such that v(c¢) = 2 and suppose :~<fl < 2. For any 7 such that 
fl.G<7<2 and p~<pT, we have p /~pT.  Hence, /~EA.< and v( f l )=2.  [] 
Lemma 3.8. Let c~EA<, be such that v(ct) = 2. Then there ex&ts ~* such that 
:~<-G~* < ;t and if  ~<~fl < 2 then p~<-Gp~.. 
Proof. Let M := Max{pflie<~fl < 2} ¢ 13. I f  c¢~<fl < 2 and pfl EM, then there exists 
7 such that fl-G<7 < 2 and p~ ~< p~.. Hence, pfl <<. p;, so p/~ = p:, by maximality, and 
p~ ~< p/~. 
Now let ~* := inf{flic~<fl < 2 and p/~EM }. For all fl such that c~<fl < 2 and 
p/j C M we have c~<c~* <~fl and p~<p/~, so p~. ~<p/~. By maximality, p~. = p~. 
Hence, { p~ I :¢ ~< fl < 2 } has a unique maximal element p~.. [] 
Lemma 3.9. There exists ~ < 2 such that c~ ~ fl < 2 implies p~ = ply. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, there exists eo such that v(cto)= 2; without loss of  generality, 
eo E A 4. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, for all ~ such that C~o ~< c~ < 2, there exists ~* such 
that c~ ~< c~* < 2 and if :¢ ~< fl < 2 then p~ ~< p~.. 
Assume for a contradiction that for all c~ < 2 there exists c~ [] such that ~ ~< ~[] < 2 
and p~ ¢ p~:;. 
Let ~1 be such that c~0~<~1 < ,i and 
p~, E Min{p~. [ C~o ~<c~ < 2}. 
As eo .G< cq ~< ~ ~ a~u ~< c~.[]. < 2, we have 
p~c3..G< P~F' 
so that 
by minimality. 
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As 
p~; ¢ p~,c~, 
by Definition 3.4 (4), 
P~; ¢ P~,~., 
a contradiction. [~ 
For the :~ < £ in Lemma 3.9 such that ~ ~</~ < 2 implies p~ = p/~, let p;. := p~. 
Lemma 3.10. For all 2<<.fl<~7<~)~, p <~p., (p~>p: . )  implies pl~<<.p.. (pl~>~p;,). 
Proof. Let :c ~< ]3 < 2 and assume p~ ~< p;. Then there exists 7, < ). such that p:. = p;, 
so p~ ~< p:.. Hence PI~ <<- P:: = P;.. 
Corollary 3.11. Let P be a poset with no F,,~ and no infinite chains, )~ a limit ordinal, 
and (p~)~ < ;. a family in P such that (P~)I~<~ is happy Jor all ~ < 2. Then there 
exists p; ~ P such that (p~)~<;~ is happy. 
Proof. The result follows from the happiness of (p/j)fl<~ for all ~ < ,;. and 
Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10. 
For Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13, and Corollary 3.14, fix the following notation. Let P be 
a poset with no Fo~ and no infinite chains, v a limit ordinal, and (P~)~<,, and (P.~)~,, 
two generalized perfect sequences for P. For all /t~< v and families (F~ : P~ ~ P.~)~,, 
let (St,)(F~)~ 4 f, be the following statement. 
(Sf~)(F~)~<~. The maps (F~ " P~ ~ P~)~,  are order isomorphisms uch that jor all 
F~+I = gp~,, o F~ I P~+I 
andJor all ~<~l~, (F~(p~))~ is a happy family for all p~ ~P~ and (Fl~l(p~))l~<4~ is 
a happy family for all p'~ E P~. 
Lemma 3.12. Assume p < v and let (F~ : P~ ---+ P~)~,  be a family of maps. Assume 
(S f , ) (F~)~ holds. Then there exists F~,+L" P~+L ~ P/,+l such that (SF,+I)(F~)~¢,+I 
holds. 
Proof. Define 
F~+l := gp;~, oFi~ IP~+I. 
Fix P~+I E P~+l. For all ~<tt  + 1, let q~ := F~(pu+l). We know that q~ ~ qF,+l, so 
Definition 3.4(1) is satisfied. Definition 3.4(2) is satisfied by the hypothesis. For (3), 
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assume c~<kt + 1 and q~<<.qu+i. We prove by transfinite induction that ~<fl~</~ + 1 
implies q# ~< qu+~- 
The statement holds trivially for fl = c~. Assume it holds for fl, where ~ ~< fl ~</t. 
(Without loss of generality, fl < #.) Then 
q[~+l = (gP/,., o F~)(p~+~ ). 
As q/~<~q~,+~, we know that ql~+~ "~ q~,+'. I f  q~,+~ <~q~+l, then by Lemma 3.1 
q,+, -~e/; q~+~. 
Hence q/~+~ = qx+l. Therefore, the statement holds for fl + 1. 
Assume finally that 7 is a limit where e ~<7 ~<tt + 1 and the statement holds for 
all fl such that e~f l  < 7. We may assume c~ < 7~tt.  There exists fl such that 
ct~<fl <7 and q/~ = q~.. Hence q~. = q~<~q~+l. By induction, Definition 3.4(3) is 
satisfied. 
The rest of (Su+~)(F~)~+~ follows by symmetry using Lemma 3.2. [] 
Lemma 3.13. Let Z <~ v be a limit and (F~ : P~ ~ P~)~ < ;~ a family of  maps. Assume 
(S~)(F/3)/~,<~ holds for all c~ < 2. Let F~ := F(  1 for all ~ < 2. Then for all p;.EP;., 
there exists F;.(p;~) E P;I such that (F~(p;~))~;. is a happy family. Similarly, for all 
p~.l. EP  ~.,, there exists ;~ F;3EP;~ such that (F~(p;.))~<.;. is a happy family. In fact, 
(S;.)(F~)~<j holds. 
Proof. The first part follows from Corollary 3.11 and the fact that, for all p;. EP;., 
FXm)  c N e" = P I. 
For the last part, it suffices to show that F;~ • P;. ~ = Pj. Let p;,, q;. E P;. Then there ex- 
ists c~ < 2 such that F;~(p~.) = F~(p~) and F;~(q;~) = F~(q)~). Hence p;~ ~<q~ if and only 
if F;~(p;~)~F)~(q;~). Now let p~. Ep(.  Then there exists c~ < 2 such that c~<fl < 2 im- 
Ft ,  t .  t t plies ;LP~). . --- F~(p~). = F~l(p~).  Hence, there exists fl < 2 such that F)~(F';~(p;~)) = 
F#(F~l(p~)). = p~.,.. Therefore, F;'. P;~ ~ P;~. [] 
Corollary 3.14. For all ~ <~ v, p~ = i 
Proof. We prove by transfinite induction that for all ~ ~< v, there exists a family 
(F~) : P/~ --~ P/~)~<~ 
such that (S~) (F~) ) /~ holds and, for all fl<~Cto<~Ct~v, F~~°) = F~ ~). 
The statement is trivial for ~ = 0. Assume it holds for # < v. By Lemma 3.12 it 
holds for /~ + 1. Assume 2 ~< v is a limit and the statement holds for all c~ < 2. Then 
by Lemma 3.13 it holds for 2. By induction, it holds for v. [] 
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Theorem 3.15. Let P be a poset with no one-way infinite fence F,o and no infinite 
chains. Let (G)~;  and (P~)~<~;, be two perfect sequences for P. Then 2 = 2' and 
./or all :t <<, 2, G ~- P~. 
ProoL Without loss of generality, 2~<2 ~. We have P~ -~ P~ for all ~<2 by 
Corollary 3.14. As P;. _~P;, we have by Corollary 3.3 that if 2 < 2 t then P;! = P;I+I, a 
contradiction. Hence 2 = )~. [] 
4. A poset with no one-way infinite fence or Li tower with perfect sequences of 
different lengths 
In this section we show that perfect sequences of a chain-complete poset with no 
F,,~ and no T need not all have the same length. Our example answers Question 1 of 
[6, Section 1]. 
Let Z be the following poset. It has a subposet co + 1. For each n >~ 1, we identify 
n with the initial endpoint of both an F~+1 and an F, '~. We identify 0 with the initial 
endpoint of Fn': for every n/>1 (see Fig. 4). 
The poset Z is chain-complete and has no F,o or T. It has exactly two _~-good 
subsets: one containing 0 but not 1, the other containing 1 but not 0. Both are order 
isomorphic to Z. 
If we repeatedly choose the first type of _~-good subset and form a generalized perfect 
sequence (Z:t)~<~,3+l, we  get a perfect sequence of length co + 1, as Z,,, = {0,co}. If  
we repeatedly choose the second type of _~-good subset and form a generalized perfect 
sequence (Z~)~<~,,,, we get a perfect sequence of length co, as Z~ = {~o}. 
5. Perfect sequences of length 2 < m 2 
Notwithstanding the counterexample of Section 4, we can prove that if a chain- 
complete poset has a perfect sequence of length 2 < co2, then all perfect sequences 
have length less than 2 + co and their cores are isomorphic (Theorem 5.28). 
We begin with two easy results. 
Lemma 5.1. The least limit ordinal greater than ct is ~ + 09. 
Corollary 5.2. The limit ordinals less than co2 are {con 10 < n < co }. 
Lemma 5.3. Let P be a poset and (P~)~<;~ a family of  subposets uch that 
P ;=NP~.  
Suppose p~ E P~ Jbr all ~ < 2 and p E P;.. Assume 
(l) 
:= in f{p  < } 
exists; 
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o ~ 
Fig. 4. The poset Z. 
(2) for all ~ < 2, 
p -~e, p~. 
Then 
P ~-~ p;.. 
Proof. Let M be a maximal chain in P~ through p. Let mEM.  By (2), rn ~ p~ for 
all c~ < 2. I f  m>~p~ for some ~ < 2, then m>~p;~; else, by (1), m<~p;~. The result 
follows. [] 
The corollary should be compared to the proof of  [7, Lemma 2.2]. 
Corollary 5.4. Let P be a poset, p E P, and Q c_ p where p <__ q for all q E Q. I f  inf Q 
exists, then p <_ inf Q. 
Lemma 5.5. Let P be a poset, Q c_ P, and qo, ql E Q. I f  qo ~-e ql, then qo ~-Q ql. 
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Proof. Let M be a maximal chain in Q through q0. Extend it to a maximal chain N 
in P. Then ql EN.  Hence ql EM.  [] 
The following are easy. 
Lemma 5.6. Let P be a poset and X, Y E fC(P). For all x EX, gy(x) is the unique 
element y of Y such that x ~_ y. It is also the unique element y of Y such that x © y. 
Corollary 5.7. For any poset P, ~(P) & a poset. 
The next corollary (not used in the sequel) relates .~(P) to (¢(Pa). 
Corollary 5.8. Let P be a poset and X, Y E ~(P). The following are equivalent: 
( l )  X~<Y, 
(2) Jor all yE  K gx(y)<~ y. 
Proof. By duality, it suffices to prove that (1) implies (2). Assume X~< Y. Let y C Y. 
Then gx(Y)<~gY(gx(y)). As y ~-gx(y)~-gY(gx(Y)), we have y = gY(gx(Y)) (cf. proof 
of [7, Lemma 2.6]). Thus, gx(y)<~y. ~. 
Proposition 5.9. Let P be a chain-complete poset. Let 
:= {[p] I pE  P is <_-maximal}. 
Let 7,~(P) be the family of choice functions on S. 
Defne F : ~(P) ~ c~(p) as follows: Jor Y E c~(p) and Z E ,7, let 
[F(Y)](Z) := gy(p) 
for any' pEZ.  
Deline G: c6(P) ~ fC(P) as follows." for c E cg(p), let 
G(c) := Imc. 
Then F and G are well defined and mutually inverse order isomorphisms. Moreover, 
ever), Z E ~ is a chain closed under sups and infs existing in P. 
Proof. Let Y E if(P) and let 7~ E-~. For any p E Z, P <3 gy(p),  so p<>gy(p). Hence, if 
p0, pl CZ, then gg(po)Ogy(pl) ,  so gY(PO)= gY(Pl). That is, F is well defined. 
Let c C ~(P).  As P is chain-complete, there exists Y0 E fC(P) [7, Lemma 2.2]. For 
all p C P, 
p -~ gY,,(p) ¢> c([g~0(p)]). 
If Z0, 7~1 E ~ and C(Zo)~_ c(zl ), then Zo = )~J, so c(zo) = c(zI ). Therefore, Im c C ((~(P) 
and G is well defined. 
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For Y E f#(P), 
ImF(Y)  = {9r(P) IPEZ for some ZEE} = Y, 
so G o F = id~(p). 
For c E cg(p), Z E E, and p E Z, [F(Im c)](Z) = glm c(P) = c(Z). Hence, F( Im c) = c, 
so F o G = idle(e). Therefore, F and G are mutually inverse bijections. 
Assume Yo, Y1 E f#(P) and Yo ~< Y1. Suppose Z E E and p E Z. Without loss of 
generality, p E Y0. Then 
[F(Yo)](Z) = 9ro(P) = P<~gr,(P) = [F(Y1 )]()). 
Therefore, F is order-preserving. 
Assume co, el E cd(P) and co ~<el. Let xo EIm co. Then there exists Z E E such that 
X0 = C0(X) ~ Cl (~() = glm c, (X0). 
Therefore, Imc0 ~<Imq, so G is order-preserving. 
Clearly, each Z E E is a chain. Let S C_ Z be such that infe S exists. I f  p E Z, then 
by Corollary 5.4, p_  infp S, so infp S E Z. [] 
Lemma 5.10. Let P be a poset, Q c P a chain-complete poset, and R ~_P such that 
R C_ Q. Then there exists S <3 Q such that S c R. 
Proof. By [7, Lemma 2.2], there exists So ~ Q. We claim that 9R(so) is ~Q-maximal 
for every soESo. For if qEQ and s := gR(so)~_oq, then, as so~_ps, we have so~_QS 
by Lemma 5.5. Hence, so ~_oq, so so OQq; thus S(>Qq. 
For every _~Q-maximal q E Q, there exists so E So such that so (7 Qq (Proposition 5.9). 
Thus qOQgR(so ). Let S be a transversal in R of {[gR(so)]o ]so ES0 }. By Proposition 
5.9, S~_Q. [] 
Corollary 5.11. Assume Po and Qo are chain-complete posets such that Qo C Po. Let 
P1 ~-Po be such that P1 c Qo. Then there exist 
QI, Qz . . . . .  Pz,P3 . . . .  
such that for all n>~O, (1) P,+~ _~P,, (2) Q,+I ~-Qn, and (3) P,+I C_Q, c_P,. 
Proof. As _~-good subsets of chain-complete posets are chain-complete, the lemma 
may be applied inductively. [] 
A result we shall require in the sequel follows: 
Lemma 4.1 (Li and Milner [7]). Let P be a poset, 2 a limit, and (P~)~<<;~ a (non- 
strictly) decreasing sequence of subposets uch that 
N 
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and P~ is chain-complete for  all ~ < 2. 
(1) I f  X C_ P and 
supX 
P, 
exists for  all ~ < 2, then 
supX 
P, 
exists and P;. is chain-complete. 
(2) Let X and Y be nonempty chains in P such that x<~ y for  all xEX and yE  Y. 
I f  X N P~ is cofinal in X and Y N P~ coinitial in Y for  all c~ < 2, then 
supX and in fY 
e, P, 
exist and 
supX~< inf Y. 
For all of  the results from Lemmas 5.12-5.26, fix the following notation: (P~)~<,,) 
and (P~')~ <,o are generalized perfect sequences of chain-complete posets and (F~: Pn 
PIn)~ < ,,~ order isomorphisms uch that 
Fn+l = gp;_, oG IPn+l (n < ¢o). 
(Recall Lemma 3.2.) 
Lemma 5.12. For all P,o C Po) and n < co, 
p,,,Op,,(F~ -I o F~+l )(p,,). 
In particular, p,,) ~ (Fn -1 o Fn+l )(p~o). 
For all p,,) C Po) and m < n < o9, one of  the following holds." 
(1) (F21 oFm+l)(p,o) < p,, < (F~ - l  o F~+l)(po~), 
(2) (F, -1 o Fn+l )(p,o) < P,o < (Fro I o Fm+l )(poD, 
(3) (F~ -1 o Fn+l)(p,o) < (Fm I oFm+l)(p~)<~po~, 
(4) p,o<~(Fm I °Fm+l)(po~) < (F~ - I  oFn+l)(po~), 
(5) p,,) = (F~ -~ o F~+l)(poD. 
Proof. For p,,~ E P~o and n < w, 
f.(p,~,) ~-e: (g~;~, ° F . ) (p . . )  = F.+x(po~), 
so 
p,,. -~e, (F. -1 ° F.+I )(P,o). 
As p,,, is _~-maximal in P,, 
p,~Oe,,(F, -1 o F~+I )(p,,). 
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In particular, if m < n < 09, then 
{po~,(F21 oFm+l)(po~),(F~ -1 o F~+l)(p~o)} 
is a chain. For consider a maximal chain in P, containing P,o. It must contain 
(F,-l oF~+l )(p,~). Extend it to a maximal chain in Pm. It must contain (F~loFm+l)(p~). 
I f  po <<. (F~- 1 o F~+I )(poe ) <<- (F~ l o Fm+l )(poe), then by Lemma 3.1, 
(Fn -10  Fn+l)(Pa~)-<]P,,, P o. 
AS (Fn -1 o Fn+l )(po)) and Poe belong to Pm+l, we have 
p~o = (F, -1 o F,+l)(p~). [] 
Now let M~o be the set of all po~ E Po~ such that 
{n < o9 I(F, -1 o Fn+l )(Poe) < po~} 
is cofinal in o9. Let No) be the set of all po~ E Po) such that 
{n < ogl Po) < (F~ -1 oFn+l)(p,o)} 
is cofinal in o9. Let Q~o := P~o\(M,~ UN~o). Let Q~ be the corresponding subset of P~. 
Corollary 5.13. Let p,, E P~. Then 
C := {(F~ -1 o Fn+l)(pco) I n < o9} 
is a chain. I f  p~o E M~, there is a sequence no < nl < . . .  < o9 such that 
D := ((F,~ -1 o F~,+I )(P,~))i>~o 
is strictly decreasin9 and coinitial in C; hence both 
i n fC  and in fD 
P,.~ P,., 
exist and are equal. 
Proof. Lemma 5.12 implies C is a chain. Now assume p~ EM~. Label the members 
of {n < o9 1 (F~ -1 oFn+l)(p,o) < p,o} in increasing order no, n1 . . . . .  For any n < 09 and 
i~>0 such that ni > n (such an i exists), by Lemma 5.12 
(Fn71 o Fn,+l )(P,o) < (Fn -1 o Fn+l )(po~). 
The final statement follows from [7, Lemma 4.1 (1)]. [] 
Define h,, : Po~ ~ Po~ as follows: for po E Po, 
infp,., {(F~-1 o F~+I )(p,o) [ n < o9} if p~o E M~o, 
h~(p,o) := supe.~{(Fn-' oFn+l)(pco)ln < o9} if po~ENo~\Mo~, 
p~, if Poe E Qo~. 
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Lemma 5.14. The map h,o : P,,~ ~ Poe is well defined I f  p~o E P,o is such that 
• inf{(F n 1 o F~+l)(p,.~) I n < ~o} p~,) := p,, 
exists, then 
p,,) ~-p, p,,*. 
In particular, Jbr Po, E P~, 
P,,~ -~e. h,,)(po)). 
I f  Pc,) E Mco, then h(o(p,o) < po~; i f  Poe E N~\Mo), then p,, < h,o(p,,); and if  P,o E Q .... 
then hc.~(p,o ) = PcJ. 
Proof. The final statement follows from Corollary 5.13. For the second statement, we 
have 
Pc,) -~P,., Pc,*' 
by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.12. [] 
Lemma 5.15. Let Pco E M,o and 
C :-- {(F, - I  o F,+~)(p~) I n < co). 
Then C N P~ i~ coinitial in C for  all n < o2. 
Proof. Let n<~o and cEC.  By Corollary 5.13, there exists k)n  such that 
(Fk  -1  oFk+l)(p,x,)~C. [] 
Lemma 5.16. Let p~o,p*EP~ be such that p,,, < Pc*. Then for all m, n < co, 
(F,7 ~ o F,+~)(p,~) < (Fm ~ oFm+l)(pL). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.12, 
{P~o, * - i  F,,+l)(po),(Fm -1 oFm+l * ) (p~)}  p(,,, (F~ o 
is a chain. Suppose for a contradiction that 
(F~ -I oEn+j'" *'~"f--1 
If (F~ 1 oFm+~)(p* )~p~p* ,  then by Lemmas 3.1 and 5.12 
Pc,) ~P,,, P(~; 
so p,,, = p(,*, a contradiction. Similarly, we cannot have 
• <:~ ,~ r , - -  1 F~+l )(p~o). 
Hence, p,,) < (F£ -l oFm+l)(p*)~(F~ - I  o F~+l)(po~) < Po*" 
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Clearly, m # n. I f  m < n, then by Lemmas 3.1 and 5.12 
(F, - t  o F~+I )(P~o) -<P,,, P*, 
so (F~ -1 o F~+I )(P,o) = P*, a contradiction. Similarly, m f in .  [] 
Lemma 5.17. Assume C C_ P,o. For each e E C, let 
Bc := {(Fn -1 o Fn+l)(e) In < 09}. 
Assume that for  all c E C 
c* := inf Bc 
PoJ 
exists, c* < c, and Bc fq Pn is coinitial in Bc for  all n < 09. Assume 
d := inf{e* IcE  C} 
P,, 
exists. Let 
D := {(Fn -1 o Fn+l )(d) I n < co}. 
Assume 
d* := supD 
P~,~ 
exists and D fq Pn is cofinal in D for  all n < co. 
Then d ¢ d*. 
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that d < d*. By Lemma 5.14 for all c E C 
c <_e,, c* and d <_e., d*. 
Lemma 5.12 implies that c ,~ (F~ - l  o Fn+l)(d) for all cEC and n < 09. We claim 
that d < d* ~<c for all c E C. For i f  c~<(Fk - t o Fk+l )(d) for some c E C and k < co, 
then by Lemmas 3.1 and 5.12 
c~-pk d 
so c ---- d, a contradiction. 
Similarly, d* ~ (Fn -1 oFn+l )(c) for all c E C and n < co. We claim there exist e C C 
and k < co such that (FZ 1 o Fk+l)(e) < d*. For if d* ~<(FZ 1o F~+l)(C) for all c E C 
and n < co, then d* ~<d, a contradiction. 
By Lemmas 3.1 and 5.12, 
d* _~p~ e 
so that e = d*. Lemma 5.16 implies that (Fn -1 o Fn+l ) (d )< (F~ 1 oFm+l)(e) for all 
m,n < co. By Corollary 5.13, Be and D are nonempty chains. Hence, [7, Lemma 4.1(2)] 
implies e----d*-%<e*, a contradiction. [] 
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Corollary 5.18. ( 1 ) I f  p~,~ E Mo~, then ho~( po~ ) E M,,, U Q~,~. 
(2) I f  p,,,EN,.,\M~,~, then ho~(p,,~) ~ M,,. 
Proof. Let P,o EM~,) (N~\M~). Assume for a contradiction h(,)(p(o)EN, o\M,) (M,,). 
Let 
C := {(F~ -1 o F~+l)(p(o) [ n < w}. 
Lemma 5.14 implies that 
2 p~,~ > h~,~(p~,,) < h~,~(p,o) 
also, 
in fC  (sup C)  
P,., \p .  
exists and equals h~(p~o). Let 
D := {(Fn 1 o F~+l )[h~)(p~o)] In < co}. 
By Lemma 5.14 
supD ( in fD)  
exists and equals 2 h,,)(po)). By Lemma 5.15, CAP,  is coinitial (cofinal) in C and DnP,  
cofinal (coinitial) in D for all n < 02. Lemma 5.17 implies that ho)(p,,))~ h,2,)(p,)) 
[h,~(p~,~)  h~2,~(p,.~)], a contradiction. [] 
Corollary 5.19. The map ho~ : P~o -~ P~o is order-preserving. 
Proof. Let P~o, P* E P~,) be such that p~o ~< p*. 
If p~o,p~*EM~ (Nc,~\M~, Q~o), then ho(p,o)<~h(,)(p*). Lemma 5.14 implies 
h,,~(p,,))<~h,~(p*) if p~,~Mo~ and p* ~ M~o, or if po~EQ~,) and p~N,,~\M,~. 
Corollary 5.13, Lemma 5.16, and [7, Lemma 4.1(2)] imply h,o(po))<~h~o(p,,*) if 
p,,, E N,,\M,,) and p,*) E Mo). If p~ E N,,,\M,,~ and * * po) E Q,o, or if p,,~ E Q~ and p~o E M .... 
then Corollary 5.13 implies * h~(p~o)<<.ho)(p~,,). [] 
Let f2 be a limit ordinal that cannot be mapped injectively into P. Define, for all 
p,,) EP,,), g,,(p~o): (2 ---+ P~o as follows: 
g,,,(p~,,)(O) := p,,; 
if/~ < Q and g~o(P(,))(fl) is defined, let 
9,,)(p,,~)(/t + 1) := [ho) o g,,~(p~o)](/0; 
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if 2 < (2 is a limit and go~(p~,)(~) is defined for all a < 2, let 
{infe.,{go,(p~)(~)[~ < 2} if po, EM~o, 
go,(p~,)(2) := supe.,{g~(po~)(~)[~ < 2} else. 
Lemma 5.20. 
(1) For all p~ E P~o, g~,(po~) is well defined. 
(2) For all po~EM,,~ and all ~ < f2, gog(po~)(cc)EM~o U Q~o and g~(po~) is order- 
reversing. 
(3) For 
preserving. 
(4) For 
go~(po~)(a) 
all po~ EN~\Mo~ and all c~ < f2, go~(po~)(a) ~ Mo~ and go~(p~o) is order- 
all po~EPo~ and all c~ < f2, if go~(p~o)(a)EQ~, then ~<~fi <(2 implies 
_- go~(p~)(/~). 
Proof. The ordinal 12 exists by Lemma 5.1 and Hartogs' lemma [10, Theorem 6.7.6]. 
We prove (1) - (3)  for 9~o(Po,) (where p~EP~) by transfinite induction. (The parts 
about being order-preserving or -reversing we can consider as statements about go~(po) I 
c¢.) The statements hold for ~ = 0. I f  they hold for /~ < f2, they hold for /~ + 1 by 
Lemma 5.14 and Corollary 5.18. 
Assume 2 < 12 is a limit and the statements hold for all c¢ < 2. Suppose that, for some 
c~ < 2, g~o(po~)(~)E Q~o; then c~<fl < 2 implies g,~(p~o)(fl)E Q~o by Lemma 5.14, and 
go~(p~,~)(2) exists and equals go(po)(~). Hence, we may assume that go(po)E Mo~UNo~ 
for all ~ < 2. Lemmas 5.14, 5.15, and 5.17 imply g~o(p,o)(2)EMo tO Qo~ if p,oEMo~ 
and g~,,(po~)(2) q~M~ if po~ EN~\M~o. [] 
Corollary 5.21. Let ~ < g2. For all p~o, p* E P~o, if p~ ..~ P~o then 
go~(po~)(oc)<~go,(p~o)(~z). 
Proof (By transfinite induction). The statement holds for 0 trivially and for successor 
ordinals by Corollary 5.19. Assume 2 < f2 is a limit ordinal and go~(po~)(a)<~g~o(p*)(a) 
for all ~ < 2. The only nontrivial case is when po E N~o\Mo and p* E Mo~. For c¢ ~< fl < 2, 
go(Po~)(a) <~ go~( P~o)(fl) <~go~(P * )(fl) 
by Lemma 5.20(3) and the induction hypothesis. Hence, for all ~ < 2, 
go(p,~)(~)~go~(p~o)(2), 
SO 
go~(p~o)(2)..~go~(po~)(2). [] 
For p~o EP~o, let f~o(po~) := go~(Po~)(~) for any ~ < f2 such that if ~<f l  < I2 then 
go~(po,)(~) = g~(p,~)(/~). 
Corollary 5.22. The map f~ : P~o ~ Po~ is well defined and a retraction onto Q~o. 
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Proof. Let p~,~ E P~,~. By the definition of (2, there exist ~ and fi such that ~ </3 < (2 
and ,q~,~(p~,j)(~) = go~(p~o)(/3). Lemma 5.20 implies that, without loss of generality, 
/3 = ~ + 1, so that by Lemma 5.14, 9o~(p,.,~)(~)EQ~o. Lemma 5.20(4) tells us f,~ is 
well defined and the identity on Qo, It is order-preserving by Corollary 5.21. Z2 
Lemma 5.23. For all p~ E P~j and :~ < f2, 
Proof (By transfinite induction). The statement trivially holds for ~ -=- 0. I f  it holds 
for /~ < ~2, by Lemma 5.14 it holds for /t + 1. If  )o < ~2 is a limit and the statement 
holds for all ~ < 2, by Corollary 5.4 it holds for 2. [] 
The next result is immediate. 
Corollary 5.24. For all p~ E Po~, 
Pu, <-e~f~,)(P,,)). 
Proposition 5.25. There exists a <_-good subset o[ P~o in Q .... 
Proof. Let 
:= {[P~]e., I Po) E P,:, and Po) -<e-maximal}. 
The function J~o sends every X E S into itself by Corollary 5.24. By Proposition 5.9, 
each 7~ is a complete chain. According to Tarski's fixed point theorem ([1, 4.11]), for 
(z) : p~)  every Z E E there exists p~{)E Z such that f~(p~:~ ) . Proposition 5.9 implies 
{ Pl,~ ) I Z E if} _~ Po~. It is a subset of Q~,, by Corollary 5.22. [] 
Define F~o: Q~o --+ Q~o as follows: for all qc~ ~ Q~o, let F~,~(qo~) := Fn(q~,~) for any 
n < w such that n<~m < oJ implies Fm(q~o) = F~(q(,~). 
Lemma 5.26. The map 
is well defined and an order isomorphism. 
Proof. Let q~,)E Q(o. By the definition of Q~o and Lemma 5.12, for some n < ~o, 
n<~m < co implies (Fro -1 oFm+~)(qo~)= qo~, so that Fm(q~)= F,(q,,)). Hence 
F~(q,o)E ~ Pro' = P~:',. 
m>~n 
Moreover, if n ~<m < ~o then (Fro o Fm~11 )[Fn(q~o)] = F~(q~o), implying that F,(q~o) E Q~',,. 
Therefore F~,, is well defined. It is clearly order-preserving. 
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We may similarly define t " "  Q" --+ Qo~. For each q~ e Qo~, there exists n < co such 
that n<~m < co implies Eo(q~o) = Fz(q~o). Hence, n<m < co implies Fml[Fo~(q~o)] =
F~l[Fm(qo)] = q*o, so that F{o(F~,(qoo)) = qo~. By symmetry, F" = F~ -1. [] 
5.27. Let r >1 1. Assume there exist chain-complete posets P{o i), P~o O, p(i) ,  
and 0.~ i) such that p(i), p(i) <_ pCoi) = p~i), 
Corollary 
fi~i), Qgi), 
p~i) C_ Qo(i) c_ P~{') and p~i) c O.g 0 c_P(o° (O<.i < r) 
and order isomorphisms 
FCoa'): 0(o i -1 )  ""+ Q~') (1~<i < r). 
p!  Assume there exist generalized perfect sequences (P~)~<~o,+i and ( ~)~o~+l such that 
p(O,  = n(°)  : Po, p ( r - , ,  = O~r- - l )  __ ! p(O) = P, and  #(r - - l ,  = p(.  
~5o 
Then the following hold: 
(1) There exist 
Q(i) ¢3(i) I=)(i) - " ~(i)  ff)(i) 
I , 42  . . . .  ,42  , Q~i),  p ( i )  p ( i )  ' ' ' ' *2  "3  ' ' ' ' ' *2  ' *3  ' ' ' "  
such that tp~i)a (p~i)), (Q(i))n < ,o, .7 , ( i ) .  n j~ < oJ, < ,o, and (~2~)~ <~ are generalized perfect 
sequences and, for all n < o9, 
~(i) C0(n / )CPn( / )  (0~<i <r ) ,  .pie)n+l C_ a(n i) C P(n and * n+l  --  - -  
where for n < co, p~O) = Pn and P(n r-l) = P'. 
(2) For all n < 09, there exist order isomorphisms Fn{2i): 0~ i-1) ~ Q(i) (1 ~ i  < r) 
and ~7.(2i+1). p ( i )  c.J 13(0 (O~<i < r). 
• n+l  " *n+l  ~*  n+l  
(3) Let 
pog(2i) := ('] p(i) and F (2 i+1)  :=  N /~n (i) (0~<i < r). 
n < (o n < fD 
There exist chain-complete posets Q~), Q~), pu)  and ~'{J) such that pU) o~+1' " ~o+1 o~+1' 
~(J) c t3 ( J )cp( J )  (O~<j < 2r) pu)  c Q~J) c P~J) and . ~+~ 
• co+l  - -  - -  - -  . y - - -a~ - -  (o  
and order isomorphisms 
E~{~°: 0~o j - ' )  ~ Q~) (1 ~<j < 2r), 
where P~{o °) = Q~) = p~, .p(2r-l)co = O~r--1) = p,, ro~+,n(O) = Pod+l, and "~3(2r-'),o+, = P'+,.' 
(4) / fP~ = P~+1 for some n < co, then PI m = P'+~ for some m < co and P~ = ' 
Proof. Part (1) follows from Corollary 5.11, (2) from Lemma 3.2, and (3) from 
Proposition 5.25 and Lemma 5.26. 
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To prove (4), let 0~<i < r and assume P(n i) = p( i )  for some n < co. By Corollary n+l  
3.3 and (1), we may assume n > 0, and with (2), we get p~i) ~ p}i) b(i) bu) = • n+l  ~ ~n+2"  
By (1), /5~i) = 0(il iS(i) I f  i<~r - 2, then using Corollary 3.3, (1), and (2) again, ~n+ 1 ' 
/~( i+1 ) t~( i+ l  ) f l ( i+ l )  = p I i+ l )  p ( i+ l )  0 (.i) ~ ~,  = ~n+l = ~n+2 , so by (1), Q(n i+l) ,+1 = •n+2 • By induction on i 
and (1), we are done. [] 
Theorem 5.28. Let P be a chain-complete poset. I f  P has a perfect sequence of  length 
).o < 092 with core K, then every perfect sequence has length ). < 20 + co with a core 
isomorphic to K. 
Proof. Let (P~)~<;. be the shortest perfect sequence for P. Let (P~)~,. :  be any 
generalized perfect sequence for P. By Corollary 5.2, 2 = cos + t for some s, t < co. 
By Corollary 5.27(4) and induction, P~s+,=:P,~,s+,+l for some u<co and 
P;. ~- PL+,,. [] 
6. The Li-Milner theorem 
Li and Milner have shown that a perfect sequence of a chain-complete poset 
with no infinite antichains has a finite core and finite length (see [8, Theorem 1.1]). 
We greatly simplify their complex argument (Theorem 6.11). We also present a 
separate, quick proof that all cores are finite; it is not essential for the main proof 
(Corollary 6.7). 
For the following, see, for example, [5, Remark 1]. 
Lemma 6.1. Every chain has a cofinal well-ordered subchain. 
See [9, Theorem 23.2] to deduce the next lemma. 
Lemma 6.2. The cofinality of  an ordinal is" a regular cardinal. 
We get the following immediately. 
Corollary 6.3. Every chain contains a cofinal subset order isomorphic to a regular 
cardinal. 
We require a variant of the Dushnik-Mil ler-Erd6s theorem. We only need this 
theorem for regular cardinals, however; as the proof in this case is easy (cf. [3, Lemma 
5.21 ]), we include it. 
Proposition 6.4 (Dushnik and Miller [3, Theorem 5.23]). I f  G & a graph of  infinite 
cardinality ~ and every infinite subset contains two related elements, then G contains 
a complete subgraph o f  cardinality ~. 
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Proof (For regular cardinals). Assume for a contradiction that G has no complete 
subgraph of cardinality ~, a regular cardinal. Then every maximal complete subgraph 
M has cardinality p < ~. Therefore the cardinality of G\M is ~. For all v E G\M, there 
exists f (v )EM unrelated to v. Hence, 
G\M= U f - l (m)  
mEM 
so for some m EM, f - l (m)  has cardinality 7, by the regularity of ~. By induction we 
construct an infinite set of pairwise unrelated points. [] 
Compare the following with the proof of [8, Lemma 3.2, Case 2]. 
Corollary 6.5. Let P be a poset with no infinite antichain, ~ a cardinal, and X := 
(x/~)/~<x a family in P. Then there exists a chain CCX such that {~ < ~[x~EC} 
is cofinal in ~. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, X and c~ are infinite. Let G be a graph with vertex 
set {(x~,fl)[fl < c~} and edge set 
{((x& fl), (x~., 7)) [ fl, 7 < c~ and x~ ~ x~,}. 
By the Dushnik-Miller-Erd6s Theorem, G contains a complete subgraph H of cardi- 
nality ~. Let 
I := {fl < :~[(x~,fl)EH}, 
a set of cardinality ~. 
We claim I is cofinal in c¢. For otherwise, there exists 7 < c~ such that 7 ~</~ < 
implies /~ ~/ ,  so I C_ 7, and 7 has cardinality c~, a contradiction. 
Hence, C := {x~i(x~,f l)EH} is a chain in P and 
Proposition 6.6. Let P be a chain-complete poset with no infinite antichains. I f  P<_P, 
then P is finite. 
Proof. It suffices to show P has no infinite chains. Assume for a contradiction that it 
has. Let 
M := {p EP[p  = sup C for some chain C ~ 0 with no greatest element}. 
Without loss of generality, ~ :~ ~3. By Zorn's lemma, there exists p E Max , .  By 
Corollary 3, there exists a regular cardinal C ~ ~ with no greatest element such that 
p = sup C. For all e E C, c ;~p implies that there exists p(C) E P such that c ~ p(C) but 
P II p(C). Therefore, c < p(C) for all c E C. By Corollary 6.5, there exists a nonempty 
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chain D C_{p(C) lc E C} such that 
{c e C I P(") 6 D} 
is cofinal in C. 
Let q := supD. Then p<~q; as D ¢ (3 and p(C) I] P for all p(C) ED, we have 
p < q E ~,  a contradiction. [] 
We get an immediate corollary (see [8, Corollary 3.4]). 
Corollary 6.7. Every perfect sequence of  a chain-complete poset with no infinite 
antichains has a.finite core, 
For the proof of  the main theorem, we use the following consequence of Ramsey's 
theorem [11, Theorem A] (see also [8, Section 3]). 
Lemma 6.8. l J ' (pn),  < ~ is a family in a poset with no infinite antichain, there exist 
no < n~ < . . .  < co such that 
P,o < P~, < "'" or P ,o>~P, ,>~'" .  
In the sequel, fix the following notation: (P~)~<,,, is a generalized perfect sequence 
of a chain-complete poset P with no infinite antichains. As in [8, Section 3], we define 
an approachin9 chain to be a nonempty chain C C_ P with no greatest element such 
that CNPn is cofinal in C for all n < co; every such chain has a supremum with respect 
to P~o, the element it approaches. Let 
,~:= I sup C I C an approaching chain'S. 
kR,  J 
By a subfamily of a family (p , ) ,  < ~.~ we mean a family 
(P,,)i < ,,,, 
where no < n~ < . . .  < co. 
Lemma 6.9. Let C be a chain approachin9 p. Then for  all c E C, there exists p(C) E ,~/ 
such that c < p(C) and p(C) ~ p. 
Proof. Let (Tc) be the statement of the lemma for c E C. For each c E C and n < co, 
there exists p(~'~ E Pn such that c ~ p(~") but p(~) I1 P. Otherwise, there exists p,+l ~ CN 
P~+l such that c < P,+I < P, so, by Lemma 3.1, pn+l -~P,, p, implying p,+l = P, a 
contradiction (cf. proof of  [8, Lemma 3.2]). Hence, for all c E C and n < co, there 
exists p~n")E Pn such that e < p(n '') but p ]] p~C). 
If there is a strictly increasing subfamily of (p(C)), < ,, for c E C, then, by taking 
suprema with respect o P~,) [7, Lemma 4.1(1)] we see that (To) holds. If not, then for 
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some No < ~o, No ~< n < co implies p(,C) is not an upper bound of C. For otherwise, by 
Lemma 6.8, there is a nonstrictly decreasing subfamily of  upper bounds of C. Lemma 
4.1(2) of  [7] implies that p<~p(n c) for some n < ~o, a contradiction. Therefore, for all 
c E C, either (Tc) holds or  (p(nC))n < ~o contains no upper bounds of  C, without loss of  
generality. 
Hence, for all c E C and n < co, either (T~) holds or there exists d E C such that 
c < d and d ~ p(C). Thus, for all c E C, either (Tc) holds or there exists a strictly 
increasing subchain (c,),  <~ of C above c such that c,+1 ~ p~C°) =: q~) for all 
n <o).  
In this case there exists a strictly increasing subfamily (q(C))n < ~.  For otherwise, by 
Lemma 6.8, there exist m<n<~ such that (c ) /  (c) qn ~qm , SO Cm+ 1 ~C n < q(m), a contra- 
diction. Hence (Tc) holds. [] 
Lemma 6.10 (Li and Milner [8, Lemma 3.2]). For all p E ~¢, there exists q E d 
such that p < q. 
Proof. Let C be a chain approaching p. By Lemma 6.9, there exists p(C)E d such 
that c < p(C) and p(C)~ p for all c E C. By Corollaries 6.3 and 6.5, there exists a 
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nonempty chain D C_{p~C) lcE C} approaching q, say, such that 
{c C C ] p(C) CD} 
is cofinal in C. Then p < q. [] 
The rest of the proof of  the Li -Mi lner theorem goes as in [8, Section 3]. 
Theorem 6.11 (see Li and Milner [8, Theorem 1.1]). A perfect sequence o f  a 
chain-complete poset with no infinite antichains has f inite length and a f inite core. 
Proof. As d has no maximal elements, Lemma 6.10 and Zom's  lemma imply it is 
empty. In particular, Po) has no infinite chains, so is finite. If  the family (P,)n < ~,, 
is strictly decreasing, form a family (Pn)n < o~ where Pn C Pn\Pn+l for all n < ~o. By 
Lemma 6.8, without loss of  generality, there is an approaching chain. Hence ,~ ~ 13, 
a contradiction. 
Therefore, any perfect sequence has finite length and a finite core. [] 
One might be tempted to conjecture that a N-good subset of a chain-complete poset 
with no infinite antichains must be finite. There is a width 3 counterexample. 
Consider the poset X defined as follows. Let xl < x2 < • .. < x,~, Yo < Y~ < " • " < 
y,, < yo,+t, and z0 < Zl < • • • < z~,, be well-ordered chains, where, for i < co, yi < xi+~ 
296 J.D. Farley~Discrete Mathematics 1671168 (1997) 271~96 
and zi < Yi+l and where z,o < yo, < x~. It has a _~-good subset {xo~}U{yo,  y l  . . . . .  yo~}U 
{z0} (Figs. 5 and 6). 
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